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REF. IBZ45965

€1,680,000 House / Villa - For sale - Reserved
3-bedroom house for sale close to Ibiza town
Spain »  Ibiza »  Ibiza Town »  07800

3
Bedrooms  

2
Bathrooms  

262m²
Floorplan  

2,647m²
Plot size
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Contact us today for more information or to arrange a viewing
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OVERVIEW

A remarkable property with 3 bedrooms, situated on a
generous plot of 2,654 m², offering privacy and situated at
just 10 minutes from Ibiza town.

Just entering the house, we can find an open-plan kitchen which is bathed in natural
light, creating an inviting space for culinary creativity and lively gatherings.

The living space exudes warmth with a fireplace, creating an ambiance that is both
comfortable and welcoming. It opens seamlessly to a charming porch, creating a
delightful transition between indoor and outdoor living. Perfect for enjoying the mild
Ibiza weather year-round.

Boasting a total area of 262 m², this meticulously designed house features three
bedrooms strategically divided to maximize privacy and comfort.

The main bedroom, situated on the first floor, with its own terrace for private retreats
and moments of serenity.

Two additional bedrooms on the ground floor offer flexibility for family living, guests,
or even a home office.

Outside, you can dive into your private pool, perfect for refreshing swims and sun-
soaked afternoons.

The property boasts a generous plot size of 2,647 m², providing ample space for
privacy and outdoor activities.

Please contact us for further details.

lucasfox.com/go/ibz45965

Terrace, Swimming Pool, Garden,
Natural light, Parking, Heating, Fireplace,
Equipped Kitchen, Barbecue, Balcony,
Alarm, Air conditioning
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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